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Description 2024 Keystone RV Alpine 3303CK, Keystone RV Alpine fifth wheel 3303CK
highlights: Underbed Storage Dual Bath Sinks Kitchen Island Rear Living Area 18
Cu. Ft. Residential Refrigerator You will feel right at home camping in this fifth
wheel! The chef will have lots of countertop space to prepare their best meals
along with a kitchen island, two pull-out pantries to store your dishes, and a 18
cu. ft. residential refrigerator to store any leftovers. The free standing dinette
offers a comfortable place to enjoy your meals, and the theater seating across
from the fireplace and entertainment center will be perfect for movie nights.
There is also a rear hide-a-bed sofa sleeper for any guests you may have. You will
love the full bath that includes a shower with a seat, a linen closet, plus two bath
sinks for convenience. And don't overlook the front bedroom with a stylish barn
door, king bed slide out, and master closet for all your things. You'll also find
stackable washer and dryer prep, two drawers, and a Smart HDTV for movies in
bed. Luxury is not an option, it is a standard with each one of these Keystone RV
Alpine fifth wheels! A 8' 4" wide body construction will create an open, residential
feeling, and cutting-edge technology will provide a hassle-free camping
experience. The Tru-Fit slide construction is more durable and minimizes motor
structural stress, as well as resists leaking, and the Blade Pure airflow system
provides residential comfort with its high-performance. Each fifth wheel includes
designer flooring throughout, stunning solid wood cabinet doors, luxurious crown
molding, and solid surface countertops in the kitchen. The SolarFlex Protect 200
comes standard or you can choose the optional SolarFlex Discover 440i for even
more off-grid capabilities. The exterior also includes an outside shower with hot
and cold water, Lippert strut assisted SolidSteps, Hitch Vision with LED lighting,
and many more conveniences! 6 POINT HYDRAULIC AUTO LEVELING; ALPS
PACKAGE; CENTRAL VACUUM; COMMERCIAL DRIVERS LICENSE TRANSPORT;
DEALER DISCOUNT; DUAL 15K AC PACKAGE; EXTERIOR DECOR - ALPINE - FULL
BODY PAINT - BLUE SLATE; G-RANGE TIRES; IN COMMAND SMART
AUTOMATION SYSTEM; NEW MODEL KICK OFF PROMOTION; REFRIGERATOR -
RESIDENTIAL 18cf; ROAD ARMOR PIN BOX; RVIA SEAL - GO CAMPING; SOLAR
FLEX PROTECT
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 16297
VIN Number: 4YDFALS25RE780162
Condition: New
Length: 41
GVW: 16500
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 3
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